
Green Party of Alameda County 
Candidate Questionnaire for Berkeley City Council 

  
Name: Wayne Hsiung  
Address: 1466 8th Street, Berkeley, CA 94705   
Email and Phone: wayne@wayneformayor.com 510-900-2277 
Campaign Web Site: www.wayneformayor.com  
Candidate for what District Office: Mayor  
  
  
1. Motivation 
Why did you choose to run for this office? 
 
I’m running to make Berkeley a model for the kind of society we need everywhere: an inclusive                 
city that provides housing for all, brings its carbon emissions down to net zero, and divests from                 
the industries that are compromising the future of every living thing on earth. We call it the                 
Green New City. Our aim is to end homelessness within 10 years, reach net zero GHG emissions                 
within five years, transform our police department into a public safety force, and pass a wealth                
tax on the ultra-rich. We want a political system — and city government — built on empathy                 
rather than power and profit. 

2. Priorities 
What do you believe are the major issues facing your district? The City? What are some specific 
tasks (e.g. specific legislation, policies, et.) you intend to accomplish while in office? 
 
Climate change is an imminent threat to life as we know it, and all sectors of society need to act                    
with the urgency of that reality. We plan to play our part and more by bringing the Green New                   
Deal to Berkeley. We should set a net zero greenhouse gas emissions timeline of five years,                
guided by leading climate and renewable energy scientists. Three things need to change to get us                
to that objective: a solar panel on every roof, an electric stove and heat pump in every home, and                   
electric cars and shuttles on every road. The total cost of this transition would be approximately                
$2.5 billion, roughly five times the city’s annual budget. We will implement an ultra-rich tax to                
finance this transition, as well as other potential financing options such public-private            
partnerships with companies that center addressing climate change in their missions.  

The fight against climate change includes challenging cruel factory farms. We support efforts to              
end factory farming, establish a “right to know” in Berkeley for how food is produced, and                
transition our system of food away from climate-destroying agribusiness and toward a            
sustainable system of food production (including, eventually, plant-based and lab-grown meat). 

http://www.wayneformayor.com/
http://www.wayneformayor.com/
https://compassionatebay.org/right-to-know
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/28/18626859/meatless-meat-explained-vegan-impossible-burger
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/28/18626859/meatless-meat-explained-vegan-impossible-burger


We propose immediate City divestment from unsustainable industries, including fossil fuels and            
animal agriculture, and a $100 million investment into a Green District in the Telegraph area.               
The Green District will be a five block by five block in the vicinity of Telegraph Ave where solar                   
panels and community gardens have replaced roads, new businesses are certified green and plant              
based, and old businesses are given support (including an annual $1000 Green Dividend for all               
Berkeley residents to spend in the district) to phase-out climate-destroying practices over a             
one-year timeline. 
  
3. Qualifications 
Please give a brief summary of your background and qualifications for being a City Council 
member. (Mayor) 
  
I have been a community organizer for over 20 years. My first experience organizing occurred in                
the public housing projects of Chicago, under the guidance of the University of Chicago              
Community Service Center and its then-leader Michelle Obama. I led teams of dozens of              
students in delivering services to disadvantaged youth. 

I am a published researcher and leader in the climate movement. Among other things, I have                
organized campaigns with Greenpeace and Forest Ethics, and I have published research arguing             
for more aggressive responses to climate change in the University of Pennsylvania Law Review. I               
am currently on the board of the Climate Defense Project, which engages in strategic litigation               
against fossil fuel corporations and defends activists charged for pro-environment civil           
disobedience. 

My most noted successes have come as an activist for animal rights. Seven years ago, I                
co-founded an organization, Direct Action Everywhere, that today has 60 chapters around the             
world and has mobilized thousands of activists. I’ve repeatedly confronted some of the most              
powerful corporations on the planet, risking arrests and prosecutions in the process, and exposed              
their abusive practices in The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal, among other               
publications. I have also led efforts to pass groundbreaking animal- and environmental            
protections, including fur bans in Berkeley, San Francisco, and California. In doing so, we have               
worked extensively with whistleblower employees who have themselves been victimized by           
corporate abuses.  

I am also trained as an attorney and law professor, and I approach all of my endeavors, large and                   
small, with the pragmatic, strategic approach instilled by that training. This combination of             
backgrounds — activist and academic lawyer — inclines me to take on huge, transformative              
projects, and advance them incrementally, step by step, to completion. 

  

https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/penn_law_review/vol155/iss6/7/
https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/penn_law_review/vol155/iss6/7/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/04/science/stealing-lauri.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/04/science/stealing-lauri.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/video-shows-abuse-at-whole-foods-turkey-supplier-activists-say-1448328713
https://www.wsj.com/articles/video-shows-abuse-at-whole-foods-turkey-supplier-activists-say-1448328713
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/03/20/san-francisco-fur-sales-ban/444519002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/03/20/san-francisco-fur-sales-ban/444519002/
https://theintercept.com/2019/07/10/california-fur-ban-bill-opponents/
https://theintercept.com/2019/07/10/california-fur-ban-bill-opponents/


4. Budget 
The economic downturn triggered by Covid-19 has decreased revenues to Berkeley creating a 
$40M shortfall. Current plans by Mayor Arreguin call for a 15% across the board cut in all 
departments except police which will receive a 13% reduction. Do you agree with the proposed 
budget priorities and if not, which priorities would get increased and decreased support?  
 
No. The police budget should be cut more, not less, than other departments which provide               
community services. 
 
The budget projections by the City Manager assume a steep downturn in revenue for FY2021, 
followed by relatively flat revenues for the following 3 years.  Should the economic downturn 
continue, with an additional 10% loss of revenue, how would you prioritize the cuts?  
 
Budget cuts would first come from the police department. 
  
5. Police 
Define what the movement to “defund the police” means to you.  
 
“Defund the police” means shifting away from uses of force, arrests, prosecutions, and             
incarceration, and toward solving the underlying problems that lead people to commit crimes —              
substance abuse, housing insecurity, mental health issues, and so on -—- and nonviolent conflict              
resolution. It means, in other words, refunding the community by redirecting police budget             
money toward vital community services like affordable housing. 
 
Do you favor defunding the police and if so how do you envision it would be implemented? 
What policies would you favor to demilitarize the BPD?  
 
I envision a number of steps involving the implementation of the above. We will (1) use some                 
police budget funds (and/or personnel) to build and staff permanent supportive housing and             
harm-reduction housing for those experiencing homelessness and/or addiction, (2) triage calls           
that could be handled by social workers and send them to respond to incidents instead of armed                 
officers, (3) disarm most ordinary beat cops, (4) implement a system for citizens to rate all                
interactions with public safety officers — similar to rating Uber rides — on a scale of 1-5 on                  
how safe the officer made them feel, and (5) regularly train officers on conflict de-escalation and                
nonviolence theory and practice.  
 
Do you think current Berkeley policies regarding surveillance are adequate, and if not, what 
additional policies and technology bans will you attempt to implement? 
 



I think Berkeley’s Surveillance Technology Use and Community Safety Ordinance was a step in              
the right direction, and as Mayor, I will continue to push for accountability and transparency               
with respect to surveillance technology. 
 
If Urban Shield is resurrected (with a new name), would you vote in favor of BPD participation?  
 
I would not. Rather, the BPD ought to be trained in nonviolence theory and practice, and a                 
number of such training programs exist in this area, such as the East Point Peace Academy. I                 
believe that such training would not only lessen the possibilities of police violence, but would               
also accomplish the objectives of military-style training much more effectively than           
military-style training. 
 
On which of the following do you favor a ban on police use: tear gas, pepper spray, rubber                  
bullets, beanbag guns, smoke grenades, police dogs, tasers, choke holds?  
 
All of them. 
 
When the Police Chief Greenwood was asked at a City Council meeting what he would do if the                  
Council banned tear gas, he responded "Firearms. We can shoot people." Do you think such a                
comment warrants the hiring a new Police Chief?  
 
That statement evinces a significant cultural flaw in the BPD. Before deciding whether to use               
violent or non-violent force, a public safety officer’s first question should be, “Can I resolve this                
situation without using any force at all?” Such is the attitude of nonviolent activism, which               
places trust in our ability to communicate with one another to resolve problems without causing               
harm, even incidentally. While I recognize that the Chief made the statement in the spur of the                 
moment and find his subsequently apology sincere, I would feel more confident in the culture of                
the BPD if the Chief had responded to Councilmember Wengraf by articulating consensual             
conflict de-escalation — not shooting people — as the clearly desired alternative to tear gas. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, I would need to thoroughly review the Chief’s record and speak with               
a number of stakeholders before deciding whether this cultural deficiency necessitates replacing            
him. I would certainly consider whether other options, such as sending the BPD to be trained in                 
nonviolence theory and practice, would more effectively improve the culture. 
  
Do you favor the Berkeley City Council signing of MOUs (memorandums of understanding)             
with NCRIC (Northern California Regional Intelligence Center), with ICE (Immigration and           
Customs) and with UASI (Urban Area Security Initiative)?  
 



The federal government presently takes a deeply inhumane approach to undocumented people            
that violates basic human rights, and I would not cooperate with any federal agencies to the                
detriment of undocumented folks who are simply trying to live in peace. However, if the federal                
government begins taking a rational and compassionate approach toward undocumented people,           
I would consider working with federal agencies on projects purported to benefit those people. 
 
Generally, I support giving amnesty to all immigrants living in the United States who have not                
committed any violent crimes and working to address the economic and social inequalities that              
drive people to immigrate to the United States without documentation.  
  
6. Land Use 
What do you think are the most important land use issues facing the city today?  
 
One significant issue is the underutilization of a number of corporate properties, including             
Golden Gate Fields. We should use every tool of the government to turn underutilized, corporate               
spaces into affordable housing and permanent supportive housing. 
 
The City and the University have different missions: what conflicts/challenges do you foresee on 
land use policy? What is your position on the building of housing on The People’s Park? 
 
One of the main challenges to navigate is that the University wants to focus on housing, but not 
the infrastructure.  
 
My position on the building of housing on The People’s Park is that the University should have 
consulted more with the people who occupy that space. 
  
7. Safety and Infrastructure 
 
Do you think the Berkeley response to Covid-19 has been adequate? 
 
No. Testing has been slow, and the city should hand out masks. My campaign has handed out                 
well over a thousand masks ourselves. 
 
Do you favor opening up the city to greater economic/social activity? 
 
We should follow the best science available.  
 
Do you favor maintaining social distancing, masking and bar/restaurant closures (except for 
takeout)? Yes. 



What is your position on 5G infrastructure? 
 
The FCC is a captured agency, and the dearth of safety studies on 5G technology — as well as                   
the industry’s attempts to fight against safety and environmental studies — is deeply alarming.              
As Mayor, I would support the efforts of groups like WIRED Berkeley and will fight to ensure                 
that citizens’ concerns over health and environmental impacts are openly discussed and            
accommodated.  
  
8. Affordable housing 
 
What is your position on building market-rate housing versus affordable housing? 
Does building mostly market-rate help or hinder affordability in Berkeley? 
 
I think we need a combination of market-rate housing and affordable housing, with an emphasis               
on affordable housing. Building market-rate only hinders affordability, but building market-rate           
housing in concert with affordable housing can keep homes affordable. 
 
What affirmative steps would you take to increase the availability of new or refurbished 
affordable housing in Berkeley?  
 
We will re-examine zoning regulations to thoughtfully and strategically place and build            
affordable, green, multi-family units. Moreover, I support streamlining restrictions on building           
alternative dwelling units.  
 
Are there any particular demographics or neighborhoods that you would target for this housing?  
Do you think Berkeley can/should tackle gentrification?  If so, how? 
 
I think we should build affordable housing everywhere, especially on the transit corridors.             
Berkeley absolutely should tackle gentrification, and one way to do so is by creating more               
affordable housing and stimulating the local economy — which we could do by creating green,               
local-food, pedestrian-only businesses. 
  
9. Rent Control 
How important is it to keep Berkeley's form of strong rent control and eviction protections?  
 
Our campaign believes people come first. It is extremely important to protect tenants from 
eviction. 
 
How important is keeping an elected rent board? Very important. 



Do you support any candidates for the Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board? If so, which one(s) 
and why? Mari Mendonca is a personal friend, and I very much support her candidacy.  
Do you support the repeal of Costa-Hawkins? Yes. 
  
10. Homelessness 
What do you think can and should be done about "Homelessness" here in Berkeley?  
 
We need to build permanent supportive housing — and huge amounts of it. The social science is                 
clear that providing both permanent homes and supportive services to the unhoused is an              
effective way of helping people off the streets. The issue is fundamentally one of justice, but it is                  
also economic; municipalities that have taken this approach have generally saved money by             
improving health and economic outcomes for people and lessening law enforcement and medical             
burdens. As Mayor, I will take a rigorous grassroots organizing mentality in building more              
permanent supportive housing until all 2,000 homeless people in Berkeley have homes, and I’ll              
use every tool at my disposal — including eminent domain to seize under-utilized corporate              
property — to see it through. 
 
What is your position on the Police raids on homeless encampments? Opposed 
What is your position on the evictions of houseless RV dwellers?  Opposed 
Do you think the Pathways Project is a good use of city funds?  
 
I do not. We need a model of addressing homelessness more truly based on the “Housing First”                 
principle and the provision of necessary services. 
  
Have you made an effort to talk to the homeless and listen to their priorities?  
 
Yes. I live next to the Gilman encampment and have made numerous trips there to hand out                 
food, pick up trash, and hear folks’ stories. I consider a number of individuals living there                
friends. 
 
What essential services should be a high priority for the homeless?  
 
Permanent housing, mental health counseling, addiction counseling, harm reduction housing, job 
and volunteer training, and food services.  
 
What long term city priorities can be made to meet their needs that are independent of regional, 
state or federal funding? 
  



We need a wealth tax and other innovative forms of taxation on corporations and other financial 
interests.  
 
11. Race 
Do you support The Movement for Black Lives Platform? Yes. 
 
Is there anything that you have personally done to help your understanding of problems with 
racism and white supremacy in our society?  
 
I have worked directly with communities who directly experienced racism, beginning with my             
work in the housing projects in Chicago in the late 1990s. As a nonviolent activist, I have also                  
been arrested a number of times and seen the criminal justice system from the inside.  
  
12. Health 
Do you support single-payer healthcare in California? Yes 
Do you oppose Sutter Health’s plans to close Alta Bates? Yes 
If so, do you have any ideas on how to motivate them to keep it open? 
 
Alta Bates serves an extremely important purpose. Closing it will impose a great burden on other                
hospitals in the area as well as deny patients an alternative to Kaiser Permanente along the I-80                 
corridor. I’d consider any options to keep it open, including establishing a medicare-for-all             
program in Berkeley modeled after San Francisco. I would also motivate Sutter by building more               
permanent supportive housing for those experiencing homelessness, which would result in better            
overall health outcomes and consequently fewer emergency room visits.  
 
What policies would you support to re-localize our food system?  
 
I would consider a number of options, including (1) creating pedestrian-only districts and             
corridors where businesses sell predominantly or only local food, and converting roads into soil              
for both community and commercial gardens; (2) using funds from an ultra-rich tax to create a                
voucher program for use in those districts and corridors; (3) rewarding businesses that transact in               
locally-produced foods only; and (4) passing “right to know” legislation that would give             
consumers more information about, among other things, whether their food was shipped from             
other regions. 
   
Do you support labeling of GMO foods, similar to Vermont's law? Yes. 
  
13. Climate Change 
What specifically do you think Berkeley needs to do locally to fight climate change?  



 
We should do at least four things, in no particular order. First, we should treat green                
technologies as public infrastructure and finance them accordingly. We need a solar panel on              
every roof, a free green transit system, electric cars in every garage, funded by a               
multi-millionaire partnership. Second, we should model the economy of the future — one that is               
carbon neutral, plant based, and pedestrian only — first as districts and corridors, and then               
eventually the whole city. Third, we should use all tools of government to stop destruction of the                 
environment and hold destructive industries accountable, including, potentially, lawsuits. Fourth,          
we need to instill a reverence for the environment in every act we take as a city. We can do so in                      
small ways, such as by cultivating community gardens that reconnect us to the soil.   
 
  
14. National Policy Statements 
Should the Berkeley City Council take positions on national and international issues?  
 
Yes. We live in an interconnected world, and what happens elsewhere affects us here — so we                 
should do or say something about important national and international issues. Moreover,            
Berkeley is internationally renowned for advancing all manner of social causes, from Free             
Speech to disability rights to animal rights and many others, and we should continue to use our                 
platform to promote peace, justice, and compassion throughout the world.  
 
15. Berkeley Ballot Measures 
What are your positions on the Berkeley Ballot Measures? 
Measure 1 - Police Accountability Charter Amendment (majority vote) Support 
Measure 2 - GANN Limit Spending Authority (majority vote) Support 
Measure 3 - Fire, Emergency Services and Wildfire Prevention Tax (2/3 vote) Support 
Measure 4 - Tax on Transportation Network Company Trips (majority vote) Support 
Measure 5 - Charter Amendment: Mayor and Council Compensation (majority vote) Oppose 
Measure 6 - Charter Amendment: Administrative Provisions and City Attorney (majority vote) 
Support 
Measure 7 - Utility Users Tax (majority vote) Support 
Measure 8 - Rent Stabilization Ordinance (majority vote) Support 
  
16. State Propositions 
What are your positions on State Propositions? 
Prop 14 Bonds - $5.5 billion in bonds for state stem cell research Oppose 
Prop 15 Taxes - commercial/industrial properties taxed at market value Support 
Prop 16 Affirmative Action - repeals Prop 209 (1996) Support 
Prop 17 Suffrage - restores vote to convicted felons on parole Support 



Prop 18 Suffrage - Allows 17-year-olds to vote in primaries and special elections Support 
Prop 19 Taxes - Changes tax assessment transfers and inheritance rules Support 
Prop 20 Law Enforcement - changes policies related to sentencing, prison release, DNA Oppose 
Prop 21 Housing - Expands local governments' power to use rent control Support 
Prop 22 Business - defines labor policies of app-based drivers and app-based companies Oppose 
Prop 23 Healthcare - Requires physician on-site at dialysis clinics and state consent to close 
Support 
Prop 24 Business - Expands the provisions of the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) 
Oppose 
Prop 25 Trials - Replaces cash bail with risk assessments for suspects awaiting trial Support 
  
17. Endorsements 
a. Whom do you support for State Assembly District 15? 
 
I support Buffy Wicks. I've met her twice, and both times she impressed me. She is authentic and                  
a people person. 
 
b. Are you endorsing anyone else in your own race, considering that we have instant runoff 
voting? Who has endorsed you? 

Not currently. I am, however, open to speaking with any of my opponents, and I hope that,                 
regardless of the outcome of this election, we will all work together to make Berkeley better.  
 
18. Campaign Financing 
Will you obtain public financing for your campaign? Yes. 
  
19. Anything Else? Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? 

I am a practicing Buddhist.  
 
20. Have you signed the following pledge? 

Yes. 
 
A. For democracy: https://movetoamend.org/candidate-questionnaire 
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